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Overview

Magboltz calculations, recent updates;
Light emission studies;
Cluster size and primary clusters (Mip),  
Fano factors and X-ray cloud size;
Avalanche simulation;
Quenching in gas mixtures;
New argon and xenon level scheme in Magboltz;
Cluster size calculations of some ILC TPC gases (NEPF);
Plans;
Request.

} All depends
on Penning
transfers



Magboltz calculations

Versions 8.n now contains some gas files that are fully 
anisotropic: He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, CO2, N2, CH4 and CF4.

This allows them to be used in range, cluster size, Fano  
program: http://cern.ch/magboltz

Recently extended Ar and Xe database to include ~50 levels.

Accuracy of argon mixtures with CO2, N2 and CH4 now better 
than 0.5 %, CF4: ~1 %



Light emission (primary and avalanches)

Collaboration with:
R. Veenhof, CERN
C. de Oliveira, Aveiro
J. Veloso, Aveiro
A. Ferreira, Aveiro
J. dos Santos, Coimbra
C. Monteiro, Coimbra

Physics of light emission
Understanding of pure gases;
Pressure dependence 
Quenching in gas mixtures by Penning transfer



Pure gases

Radiation trapping of resonance levels
Resonance levels are those that are connected to the ground 
state by dipole-allowed transitions.
Resonance level decay à immediate reabsorption by ground 
state atoms.
Typical absorption X-section ~200 Mbarn at atmospheric 
pressure, 1 µm absorption distance.
Escape route for trapped radiation by excimer formation:              
Ar* + Ar à Ar2

*

Excimer radiation is not trapped at atmospheric pressure, very 
few ground state dimers exist.



Radiation trapping (cont'd)

Radiation trapping in molecular gases is much reduced:     
λabs = NEPF σabs,    NEPF ≠ Natmos

Emission and absorption now spread over vibrational and 
rotational levels of molecular states:                                           
λ can now be ~100 µm.



Pressure dependence

Collisional mixing:   760 Torr – 1 ns collision time.
Mixing will alter the calculated level populations probably in 
the direction of a more statistical distribution (2J+1).
2nd program to follow cascade decay of excited states 

at 760 Torr good approximation
each excited state à 1 excimer decay;
below 10 Torr  
resonance trapping and collisional mixing reduced;
below 10-2 Torr                                                              
resonance trapping fails and fewer excimers produced.



Cluster size, primary clusters,      
Fano factors, X-ray cloud size
MIP cluster size:

Penning transfer within each cloud increases cluster size.
Primary clusters:

1 electron clusters are produced by primary excitation.
X-ray Fano factors:

increase in electron number per X-ray by Penning.
X-ray cloud size:

Range now given correctly by completely anisotropic X-sections.

All the above observables can be calculated in electric and magnetic fields 
by program MIP on the website.
Program allows positiion of each electron to be output. This option can be 
used to develop software algorithms to improve resolution.







Avalanche simulation

When Penning transfers are better understood, develop 
software of avalanche fluctuations in a “flat field”.

Useful for Micromegas simulation.



Quenching in gas mixtures

In gas mixtures, radiation trapping no longer exists. Resonance 
level decays can now be absorbed by the molecular component to 
give breakup or photoionisation of the quencher molecule.
The ratio of the photoionisation to photoabsorption X-section is 
sometimes called the photoionisation or quantum efficiency. See 
Berkowitz. Typically:

For energies > 5 eV above the moleculat ionisation threshold, 
quantum efficiency = 100 %.



Argon and xenon levels

Ar and Xe levels now expanded to 50 levels in Magboltz. 
Included are all dipole transition strengths in xenon. Used “BEF” 
scaling:

Kim, Phys. Rev. A 64 (2001) 032713
Kim and Stone, Phys. Rev. A 64 (2001) 052707
Kim and Descaux, Phys Rev A 66 (2002) 012708

Previously used low energy modifiers:

Bretagne et al., J. Phys. D 19 (1986) 761.

“BEF” scaling gives better agreement with experimental data.
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Resonance region

The resonance region close to threshold is given by Dirac 
fully relativistic calculations by K. Bartschat.
X-sections for argon and xenon include X-sections from 
p-states given by light emission in ~1 mTorr by the 
Wisconsin group of Fons, Boffard and Lin.







Calculations for some ILC TPC gases
Cluster size No Penning [%] Incl. Penning [%]

1 75.4 75.3

2 13.1 12.9

3 4.2 4.3

4 2.0 2.0

5 1.14 1.18

6 0.73 0.71

7 0.52 0.53

8 0.39 0.38

9 0.30 0.30

10 0.24 0.24

11 0.20

12 0.16

13 0.13

14 0.12

15 0.094

16 0.091

17 0.075

18 0.072

19 0.059

20 0.054

>20 0.96

Fe55 X-Rays:

No Penning
Ne = 171
F = 0.275

Penning
Ne = 186
F = 0.228

He/CO2 70/30

No Penning:
Ni = 12.41

Penning
Ni = 13.45



Calculations for some ILC TPC gases
Cluster size No Penning [%] Incl. Penning [%]

1 64.7 61.2

2 17.6 19.3

3 6.3 6.9

4 3.1 3.4

5 1.8 2.0

6 1.2 1.3

7 0.83 0.91

8 0.61 0.67

9 0.47 0.52

10 0.37 0.40

11 0.30 0.32

12 0.25 0.28

13 0.20 0.23

14 0.18 0.19

15 0.16 0.17

16 0.13 0.15

17 0.12 0.13

18 0.10 0.12

19 0.092 0.10

20 0.087 0.091

>20 1.5 1.6

Fe55 X-Rays:

No Penning
Ne = 225
F = 0.153

Penning
Ne = 242
F = 0.151

Ar/CF4/C4H10 95/3/2

1% cluster absorption

No Penning:
Ni = 25.35

Penning  (20%)
Ni = 25.25



Plans – no priorities yet

Upgrade MIP program to calculate:
fluctuations in light emission,
Fano factors of light emission assuming all excited states are 
converted to excimers.

Repeat upgrades to full anisotropy for helium and hydrogen 
with more extensive excitation level schemes.

Upgrade C2H4F2, RPC request.

Introduce phonon scattering model for liquids.



And a request ...

Finally, a request for someone to repeat the measurement 
of F. Rieke and W. Prepejchal  with modern electronics.
[Phys. Rev. A 6 (1972) 1507-1519]

This is one of the most important papers in atomic 
physics as well as having great importance for 
understanding chamber performance.


























